THE RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Frequently Asked Questions: A Q&A with the American Secretary of the Rhodes Trust

SHOULD I APPLY?:

The Rhodes Scholarships were established after the death of Cecil Rhodes, who dreamed of improving the world through the diffusion of leaders motivated to serve their contemporaries, trained in the contemplative life of the mind, and broadened by their acquaintance with one another and by their exposure to cultures different from their own. Mr. Rhodes hoped that his plan of bringing able students from throughout the English-speaking world and beyond to study at Oxford University would aid in the promotion of international understanding and peace. Each year, 32 U.S. Scholars are chosen among more than 100 Rhodes Scholars worldwide who take up degree courses at Oxford University. The first U.S. Rhodes Scholars entered Oxford in 1904.

Mr. Rhodes’ Will contains four criteria by which prospective Rhodes Scholars are to be selected:

1. literary and scholastic attainments;
2. energy to use one’s talents to the full;
3. truth, courage, devotion to duty, sympathy for and protection of the weak, kindliness, unselfishness and fellowship;
4. moral force of character and instincts to lead, and to take an interest in one’s fellow beings.

The American Secretary of the Rhodes Trust administers all aspects of the Rhodes Scholarships in the United States. On behalf of the Rhodes Trustees in England, he determines the rules and procedures of the competition, advises colleges and universities, selects all selection committee members, interprets Trust policies and selection criteria for U.S. applicants, and advises U.S. Rhodes Scholars-elect. The current American Secretary is Elliot F. Gerson. The Rhodes Trustees have designated officers in other countries with Rhodes Scholarships who have like responsibilities.

* * * * * * * *

The questions on the pages which follow are representative of those that have been commonly asked of this office or of the Secretaries of Committees of Selection. The questions are divided into four sections:

I. Is Oxford The Right Place For Me To Study?

II. What Is Life Like At Oxford?

III. What does The Application Process Involve?

IV. What Are My Chances?
I. IS OXFORD THE RIGHT PLACE FOR ME TO STUDY?

Q1. How can I learn more about Oxford and whether it would be right for me?

A. First, try to contact recent or even current Oxonians if at all possible. Oxford has changed dramatically in recent years, particularly due to the expanding number of graduate degrees. The recollections of alumni, particularly about academic courses, may not reflect Oxford today.

Study the U.S. Rhodes Scholarship website (www.rhodesscholar.org), the Rhodes Trust website (www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk), and Oxford’s (www.ox.ac.uk) (linked to the Rhodes sites and vice versa). Read the Oxford Graduate and Undergraduate Prospectuses, available on the web. Check whether any of your faculty attended Oxford and make an appointment to meet with them. In some circumstances, particularly in certain areas of graduate research, it is appropriate to write to potential instructors at Oxford to see if the proposed area of study is realistic and can be well pursued at Oxford.

Q2. My college advisor is urging me to apply. I’ve done extremely well and she feels that I have a good chance. I am interested given the great prestige of the award, but I really don’t think I want to study for a degree at Oxford—but it might be fun to live in England, study a little and learn some new things, and travel and participate in some of the clubs and sports at Oxford. Should I apply?

A. No. The Rhodes Scholarship is a financial award for academic study. While there are many things to enjoy on the Scholarship, students who do not want to apply themselves academically in an Oxford degree course should not apply. Scholars must enroll in a program leading to a degree, and make satisfactory progress toward that degree to retain the Scholarship. Our committees are experienced in recognizing—and not selecting—“trophy hunters” or “academic tourists” with only modest interest in an Oxford degree. Moreover, those who apply primarily for the honor, or to “live abroad,” may tend to be dismissive of their academic experience. This diserves those who seek spots at the University who would be truly delighted by the prospect.

Q3. Which degrees are most popular for U.S. Rhodes Scholars?

A. In recent years, the various master’s degrees have become the most popular for U.S. college graduates at Oxford, although doctorates are now pursued by almost one-half of a typical U.S. Rhodes class. This is a significant change from the experience in all decades through the 80s, when most U.S. Rhodes Scholars pursued second B.A. degrees at Oxford. There are several reasons for these shifts. Among the community of current Rhodes Scholars, it is now as common to take two one-year M.Sc. courses as it is to take the M.Phil., especially as there are many more one-year M.Sc.s being introduced (than M.Phils.) each year. Moreover, these “taught master’s degree” options are designed at least in part with the interests of overseas graduates in mind, with a combination of tutorial-like instruction, small classes, lectures and opportunities for some research and writing. At the same time, many of the undergraduate degrees now assume greater preparation than in previous years, made possible by the higher degree of academic specialization in British secondary schools than in the U.S. Finally, graduate education in general—including at the doctorate level—has received steadily greater support and emphasis at Oxford. Nonetheless, various B.A. degrees continue to be the right choice for a few U.S. scholars, and Oxford continues to be renowned for the quality of its undergraduate teaching.

There are more “interdisciplinary” B.A.s today than there were when most U.S. Rhodes Scholars who wanted a “broadening” experience with strong, tutorial-centered teaching had little to choose but Philosophy, Politics and Economics (PPE). You might consider History and Politics, Economics and Management, Geography (an extremely diverse and vibrant discipline in Britain), History and Economics, History and English, or Human Sciences (a multidisciplinary biological and social science course).

Q4. I want to do a one-year master’s degree, and am not interested in any other degrees. Is it okay to apply with just that in mind?

A. Yes. But we will strongly encourage you if you win to consider either a two-year degree or doing a second one-year degree after the one you are contemplating. The experience one gains from Oxford is, in our accumulated experience, exponentially greater for those who are there for two (or more) years.
Q5. **My advisors at my college say Oxford is not a good place for me to do graduate work in science. Is that correct?**

A. This is absolutely incorrect. In most sciences, Oxford is among the most distinguished institutions in the world, and most of its science departments receive the highest possible rating as done by the British Research Assessment Exercise. The now very old perception that Oxford's strengths in the arts is not matched in the sciences is almost certainly no longer correct—if it ever was (Bacon, Boyle, Harvey, Halley, Radcliffe, Sherrington, Hinshelwood, Todd, Florey, Tinbergen, Hodgkin, and many other renowned scientists did their research at Oxford). As in the United States, the strength of the graduate research programs in the sciences at Oxford can't fairly be generalized, and depends very much on the particular field and subfield and the individuals under whom you might work as a graduate student. As in all doctoral courses in Britain however, the Oxford doctorate tends to include very little work outside one's dissertation.

A relatively high number of U.S. Rhodes Scholars have read for science degrees, or were undergraduate science majors. In recent years, approximately 40% of Oxford students overall have been enrolled in science courses.

Oxford is not the best choice for every Scholar, and you should be certain that your work will be supported there. I strongly urge you to explore the extensive material available in Oxford's web pages in your particular areas of interest and then, perhaps, to correspond with particular faculty in your areas of interest, or you might ask my office or your district secretary if he or she can give you the name of a recent U.S. graduate of the Oxford science course you are considering.

Q6. **I'd like to do a D.Phil. in chemistry. What will American universities think of that compared to a U.S. Ph.D.?**

A. Once again, generalizations are difficult. Chemistry happens to be an extraordinarily distinguished department at Oxford—it is one of the world's largest—and its D.Phils. are likely to be regarded as among the world's best. Once again, how one's doctorate is regarded has much to do with one's supervision and the quality of one's individual work. And the breadth of work one is expected to do for a doctorate at Oxford is less than in the United States. You are well advised to consult with leading U.S. professors in your area of interest to determine the best fit for your career aspirations.

Q7. **I am interested in an academic career in the U.S. and would like to do a D.Phil. in the social sciences/humanities. How will American universities regard my degree?**

A. As in the sciences, one cannot safely generalize. Because the Oxford D.Phil. does not involve broad coursework in addition to the thesis, because one usually develops no teaching experience while pursuing a D.Phil., and because depending on the field and institution, there may or may not be “credit” for a D.Phil., it is well-advised to consult with U.S. professors in your area of interest before choosing the D.Phil. as opposed to other degree options. But there is no question that it is a highly regarded degree everywhere in the world, and some enormously distinguished faculty members at the most distinguished universities in the United States have Oxford D.Phils. as their final degrees.

Q8. **I've heard that if you are a graduate student at Oxford you’re entirely on your own and have no classes. That sounds pretty lonely. What’s it like?**

A. It is true that the D.Phil. degree often involves no formal “classroom” work, and is strictly a research degree. But many must precede the D.Phil. with an M.St. or M.Sc. which are both “taught” degrees, one of the many other “taught” graduate degrees, or other coursework with fellow students. Other friendships grow in research groups, in science labs, and through advisors. In any event, there is abundant camaraderie in the college Middle Common Rooms (“MCRs”). (MCRs refer to the room(s) and social organizations in colleges for graduate students, including those reading for second B.A. degrees.) Moreover, there is extensive social interaction among students, faculty, and research scientists. In many fields there are (sometimes very large) group collaborations, and there are seminars and colloquia, topical summer schools, etc. And many U.S. scholars find sports, drama, or musical groups fast ways to establish friendships. There are also many student societies that are organized around academic interests. For example, the Migration Studies Society is an interdisciplinary student group which connects students who have an interest in immigration issues. All that said, be aware that even B.A. students are usually studying only in small tutorials of only one, two, or three, and not the large classes they were used to in the United States. Oxford does require a measure of independence and the ability to carry on separate pursuits.
Q9. *I've heard of the tutorial system but don't know much about it. How does it work?*

A. Candidates “reading” for (i.e., studying or preparing for) B.A. degrees are assigned a tutor (or tutors) for each Term (the academic year is divided into three eight-week terms). A tutor may continue for more than one term, or even for all terms, or you may have different tutors each term. It is the tutor’s responsibility to assure that you are prepared to do well in the examinations you will take at the end of your course. Typically, he or she will assign a weekly essay on topics selected in subject areas covered in those examinations. In your weekly “tutorial,” you will usually read your essay aloud to your tutor, followed by critique and discussion. You may be alone with your tutor, or more likely (today) share your tutorial with one or two colleagues reading the same material. Selected taught graduate degrees are also conducted using the tutorial system, some with two or more students assigned to a tutor.

Q10. *I already have a B.A. Why would I want to get another? Isn’t it better to do a graduate degree?*

A. The Oxford B.A. is a very different degree, with far greater specialization, than one would get in one’s major in a U.S. college. It is more equivalent in depth to a United States M.A. In fact, an Oxford B.A. becomes an M.A. seven years after matriculation, without further examination (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degrees_of_the_University_of_Oxford). More importantly, the B.A. provides the advantages of close individual supervision from one’s tutor, a renowned distinguishing characteristic of Oxford undergraduate education. But U.S. scholars should do the degree that best meets their interests. It rarely makes a significant difference in a U.S. Rhodes Scholar’s subsequent career if the degree won is a B.A., M.Phil., M.Sc. by Research, M.Sc. by Coursework, M.Litt., D.Phil., or anything else. As explained above, however, most U.S. scholars in recent years have pursued masters’ degrees, although doctorates are also popular. For a general description of the available Oxford degrees, and more information describing the tutorial system, please review the Scholarship information section on the U.S. Rhodes Scholarship website, www.rhodesscholar.org, and the Rhodes Trust website, www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk, and the Undergraduate and Graduate Prospectuses, also available on the web.

Q11. *I will already have an M.A. when I would attend Oxford. Would I still be eligible to receive a second B.A.?*

A. Yes.

Q12. *I plan to go to medical school, but I’d like to study something entirely different first. I was a biology major but would like to do a B.A. in English History, or perhaps Philosophy, Politics and Economics (PPE). I have only taken introductory courses in each. Does that make sense? Would the Rhodes Scholarship committee look more favorably on me if I applied to do a biology graduate degree?*

A. Some future physicians use Oxford to explore a different area of intellectual interest. Some Oxford B.A.s and master’s courses require more preparation in the field than others. It is difficult to generalize, although most humanities and social science B.A. courses, and even some of the taught master’s degree courses, can be attempted without an undergraduate major in the same field. There are exceptions, however. For example, the economics option in PPE has become very difficult for someone without a reasonably strong background in basic economics and mathematics for econometrics. If in doubt, consult with your institutional representative or your district secretary. On the other hand, one shouldn’t fret too much regarding the finest details of your proposed area of study. If you are elected, you will have time to consult with the American Secretary’s office, the Registrar and Warden of Rhodes House in Oxford, and others regarding the proper degree and course to apply for. You may also have time to do courses in the U.S. following your election to prepare you for a new area of study. Your degree declaration in your application—while it should be carefully considered and focused and will bear on the committee’s judgment about the appropriateness of Oxford for you—is not cast in stone. The selection committee is looking for people who are likely to thrive at Oxford, and will not view anyone unfavorably based on the terribly precise fit of the specific course reflected in the application. And the committee is unlikely to view you any more favorably because you elect to stay in your academic field or move from it—as long as you have a cogent explanation for your choice, and have sufficient preparation to qualify for Oxford admission into the course. But candidates need be aware that changing one’s degree program after admission to a program is extremely difficult at Oxford today, and may be impossible. One would not expect to be able to switch from a Ph.D. program in Political Science to one in History or in Economics at a U.S. graduate school; and Oxford is no different.
You might also consider some other popular interdisciplinary B.A.s: History and Politics; Economics and Management; Geography; History and Economics; History and English; or Human Sciences. Also consider the M.Phil. or M.Sc. in Global Health Science or in Medical Anthropology, the M.Sc. courses offered by the faculty of Geography, or the M.Sc. in Economic and Social History (including the history of medicine).

Q13. *I haven’t studied much economics or political science, and no philosophy. Can I still do PPE?*

A. As mentioned above, the standards for economics in PPE have increased over the years, and the economics option is a stretch, perhaps an ill-advised one, for someone with no econometric grounding, or who does not plan to do work in economics in the spring of his or her senior year. Similarly, the philosophy papers can be quite demanding in PPE for the novice philosopher, but still possible. The “P and P” option is practicable for most without preparation in political science, philosophy, mathematics, or economics. (PPE can be taken by preparing for exams in all three subjects, or for any two—i.e., Philosophy, Politics and Economics; Philosophy and Politics; Politics and Economics; or Philosophy and Economics). You should also consider other new options, however, such as History and Politics; Economics and Management; Geography; History and Economics; History and English; or Human Sciences.

Many objectively believe that the Oxford B.A. is the best degree choice of its kind in the world, and PPE remains a popular course for Americans with widely varying academic preparation, but far less so than it was in previous decades—in part due to the required depth in its component subjects, and in part due to the increasing number of popular master’s degrees in social sciences. In a recent class, three American Rhodes Scholars-elect decided that PPE would be the best choice for them, but only reached this decision in late December, after it was too late to apply.

You may also want to consider the various M.Sc. degrees that provide interdisciplinary opportunities and instruction.

Q14. *I think I’d like to do a B.A. in PPE. My advisor advises against it, arguing that you are looking for the most serious scholars and that I should propose to do a masters or a doctorate. Is that true?*

A. No, it’s not. You should propose the degree you think is best suited to your preparation and interests. It is a mistake to think a more “advanced” degree is necessarily a reflection of either greater academic talent or interest. Nor does such a choice necessarily reflect either greater ambition or suitability against our criteria.

Q15. *Are Rhodes Scholars required to take the GRE?*

A. No, but after winning the Scholarship it may be required for admission to some degrees. You should always consult the most current version of the online Oxford University Graduate Studies Prospectus. More recently, for example, the GRE has been required for any Oxford master’s degree involving economics.

Q16. *Is the MBA an eligible degree for Rhodes Scholars? Can they pursue other degrees in management offered by the University and the Said Business School?*

A. The MBA is an eligible degree for Rhodes Scholars, but the MBA and the Master in Financial Economics (MFE) may be pursued only in the Scholar’s second year of study, following the completion of a different one-year degree the first year. All other management degrees, masters and doctoral, may be funded. Admission to either degree is not assured and will be highly competitive, especially for those applying to the MBA as Rhodes Scholars will be younger and lacking business experience as compared to other applicants. It is recommended that Rhodes Scholars considering application to the MBA pursue a one-year first degree in any field other than management. Rhodes Scholars interested in a doctorate in Management Studies may consider pursuing the M.Sc. in Management Studies in their first year, leading to a D.Phil., in which case fourth-year funding may be available through The Said Business School, assuming satisfactory progress during the first three years of study funded by The Rhodes Trust.

The Master of Public Policy (MPP) may be possible in a Scholar’s first year, though it is strongly encouraged to be taken only in the second year, as first-year admission is very difficult, and the time commitment not optimal as one starts the Oxford experience.
Q17. *I’d like to get a doctorate in my field. Will The Rhodes Trust support all the fees to do so?*

   A. Assuming you remain in good standing, you should be able to, although that remains within the discretion of the Warden and Rhodes Trustees. In the sciences and mathematics, a D.Phil. will usually be completed in three years, following entry with Probationer Research Status. In such cases, fees and stipend may be provided for all three years. In the social sciences and humanities, D.Phils. may usually only be commenced after a one or two-year master’s course in the same field. In such cases, fees and stipends may be provided in the third year, and should fourth-year fees be required, the Rhodes Trustees, at their discretion, will provide the required fourth-year fees if the Scholar has no other external source for them. The Trust will not, however, provide a fourth-year stipend. The Trustees will not pay fourth-year fees in either the Division of the Mathematical, Physical and Life Sciences or the Division of Medical Sciences as Scholars may enter directly to work for a doctorate in these divisions in three years. But fourth-year living expenses in Oxford are usually available through teaching and other positions.

Q18. *May I take a Diploma course as a Rhodes Scholar?*

   A. The Rhodes Trust does not fund the various one-year courses denoted as “diploma” courses.

Q19. *May I take a Part-Time course as a Rhodes Scholar?*

   A. No. The Rhodes Trust will not fund any part-time courses (e.g., M.Sc. in Creative Writing). Only full-time degrees will be funded at Oxford.

Q20. *I’m interested in doing the M.Litt. or M.Sc. by Research and I understand that those degrees are now being discouraged for Rhodes Scholars. Is that true?*

   A. Yes. While these courses are offered by the University and Rhodes Scholars are eligible to apply for them, we discourage them in favor of the D.Phil. Nowadays doctorates are pursued by almost one-half of a typical U.S. Rhodes class.

   Also, it is now as common for Rhodes Scholars to take two one-year, taught, master’s courses as it is for them to take the M.Phil., especially as there are many more one-year master’s courses (than M.Phils.) being introduced each year.

Q21. *It is my understanding that the Rhodes prefers the D.Phil., or a two-year degree, or two one-year masters, over a single one-year masters. If selected, I would like to return to the U.S. for an M.D./Ph.D. program. Are the Rhodes committees more likely to consider a one-year proposal, or a proposal that allows a Scholar to pursue a two- or three-year plan?*

   A. Selectors do not prefer applicants who wish to do a two- or three-year course over those who wish to do a one-year course. What we may say, and do feel, is that the (very) few Rhodes Scholars who only do a one-year course are not optimizing their experience, and will some day likely regret not having spent at least two years at Oxford. We urge Scholars to stay at least two years, but they are free to do what makes the most sense for them. The truth is that the precise choice of degree rarely if ever makes a difference to selectors, and I advise them to leave that to me to discuss with the winners. The job of our selectors is to assure that applicants have a reasonable idea of what they propose to do, and are likely to thrive in some degree even if not the one they listed in their application. We know that not only is Oxford’s system foreign to ours, but as the odds for anyone are so long we can’t expect people to have compellingly clear degree choices when they apply.
II. WHAT IS LIFE LIKE AT OXFORD?

Q1. It’s hard to learn much about all the different colleges at Oxford. How can I learn more? How much difference does it make which college I attend?

A. It is hard to learn about the differences among Oxford’s colleges without visiting them. But the web has made an enormous difference. Almost every Oxford college has an excellent and expansive website. That information—plus that in the Undergraduate Prospectus (also available on the web) should be sufficient. If you can supplement that with discussion with recently graduated Oxonians, that should give you most of what you might want to know. Moreover, if you are like most Rhodes Scholarship applicants, and are likely to attend only if successful in a scholarship competition, you’ll have some time—sufficient but not abundant—after you win a scholarship, to learn what you need to. Importantly, it should be noted that the vast majority of people come to enjoy the college in which they are placed very much indeed, even if it was not their first choice. Rhodes Scholars—just like other Oxford applicants—frequently do not receive placements in their preferred colleges. This rarely makes the Oxford experience any less enjoyable. A few Rhodes Scholars may find their best option is to leave college choice to the Warden of Rhodes House. Finally, college choice is frankly less important for graduates than undergraduates because graduates’ academic experience is at the University and not in the colleges.

Q2. What’s the social life like at Oxford?

A. That is best to ask a recently returned Oxonian. In general, it is not terribly dissimilar from a U.S. college, although there are some distinguishable features. Because the terms are short and the B.A. programs are quite demanding, term time is probably, on average, more academically focused than at most U.S. institutions. On the other hand, the unique camaraderie of college MCRs, JCRs (the college-based social organizations for graduate students [including those reading for second B.A.s] and undergraduates respectively), and butteries (college snack bars)—combined with the popularity of countless pubs in the city—make a generally more social and gregarious environment than at many if not most U.S. colleges. Weekend dorm room “parties” are replaced by daily gatherings for coffee and drinks in MCRs or pubs. The very existence of the many colleges facilitates extremely close friendships with perhaps the most cosmopolitan cross section of international students in the world. The small size of the colleges—from about 200 to about 500 students (with an average of about 350)—where most meals are taken and most sports and many societies are housed, and most, if not all B.A. instruction is provided, also fosters far closer relationships than the norm in most U.S. institutions. And one should remind oneself, of course, that while we share a common language, British and American culture—academic and social—are still quite foreign to each other. The source of additional appeal to most (although of consternation to a few who are unrealistic about the cultural differences, especially that British universities are less, shall I say, consumer-driven than many U.S. institutions have become in recent years).

Q3. How hard is the work? I want to go but I also want to have a good time after four years of very hard work in college.

A. The work is as hard as one might expect at one of the world’s most distinguished universities. The pace and rhythm of the work is very different from most U.S. institutions, however. Rhodes Scholars work hard indeed, but have time—term time and during vacations—to enjoy the special splendors of Oxford, England, Europe, and even beyond. But those who plan to spend most of their vacations and even many of their weekends traveling can expect some strain with their academic supervisor. Scholars are required to reside in Oxford during term time except where they obtain the permission of the Warden.

Q4. I like the idea of traveling in the summers and long vacations. Do many Rhodes Scholars do that? How expensive is it? How hard is travel with the workload?

A. Most Rhodes Scholars do travel during their vacations (which last six weeks between the three eight-week terms and about four months in the summer). The amount they travel typically depends more on their interests and their academic workloads than on their means. (The Rhodes Scholarship stipend is generous enough to support some travel and most Scholars try to supplement the stipend with personal resources for extensive travel). It is probably a safe generalization
B. that Scholars reading second B.A.s have more time to travel during vacations than those pursuing graduate degrees who are expected to be working full time—while B.A. students and taught masters’ students may be busier academically during the terms than are research degree graduate students. But see my comments to the question immediately above.

**Q5. Is the stipend sufficient to cover all my expenses?**

A. It should be. You can get by with no personal supplements, but some personal resources facilitate more travel, dining out, entertainment, excursions to events in London, etc. And college fees vary. Those likely to have no financial resources to supplement their stipend may wish to consider the varying level of college fees for room and board when they make a college selection. Students have also undertaken part-time work as researchers or elsewhere to supplement their stipends.

**Q6. I would like to take up a new sport like rowing or rugby at Oxford. Is that easy to do?**

A. Absolutely. The “amateur” tradition is alive and well at Oxford. While participation at Oxford University’s varsity level (a “full Blue” for major sports or “half Blue” for minor sports) is of a reasonably high standard, there are countless ways to participate meaningfully as a novice in the abundant college-level teams.

**Q7. How diverse is the student population at Oxford?**

A. Oxford has long been a vibrant multi-racial community, with students of all races from all around the world. There are many student societies and affinity groups that may be of interest to students of any diversity.

**Q8. I hear feminism is far less advanced in England than here. Will I be comfortable there?**

A. All of Oxford’s colleges are coeducational, and the experience of women since the formerly all-male colleges became coeducational has generally been excellent. Today, 45% of all Oxford students are women, this only 40 years after most of Oxford’s colleges began to admit women. Oxford is very proud of its traditions and history, and for hundreds of years, those were traditions and histories defined and celebrated by men. That may lend a certain “maleness” to aspects of the institutional spirit. However, that does not necessarily translate into discrimination or ill treatment. All in all, it is probably safe to say that most women may have the same mix of encouraging and frustrating experiences at Oxford colleges as at their current colleges or universities, and that there are improvements in various ways every year.

**Q9. Can Oxford accommodate people with disabilities?**

A. Usually, yes—and improvements are made every year. Rhodes Scholarships can be offered to people with virtually any disability. We have, for example, elected Rhodes Scholars with profound sight or hearing impairments, who are wheelchair dependent, and with chronic disease. Particular colleges’ ability to accommodate can be explored with the American Secretary.

**Q10. Someone told me that Oxford is snobby and that many (and maybe most) of the students went to fancy “public” schools (in the British context, this means “private” or “independent”). What’s it really like?**

A. Oxford has become fiercely meritocratic over the past several decades, and it is now more sensitive than ever to the importance of access for those from unprivileged backgrounds. If anything, those very few Americans who attend Oxford every year expecting to cavort with young titled gentry become disappointed by the reality. While it is true that Oxford, Cambridge, and other major British universities still educate a large number of students from “public” schools, those who are admitted from such schools are there for proven academic excellence in state-sponsored exams and not because of social or economic standing or legacy. In fact, Oxford has a more democratic policy in this regard than leading U.S. universities do.
Q11.  *I'm on full scholarship now and my family is not well off. Will I be out of place at Oxford?*

A. Absolutely not. Higher education in Britain is largely publicly funded and a high percentage of Oxford students are from families of modest means. Moreover, almost all social events organized by colleges or student societies are free or cost very little, though it is true, as it is everywhere, that more formal events like selected balls cost much more to attend.

Q12.  *I am married and interested in applying. Can I apply? What opportunities are available to my spouse at Oxford? Is the stipend sufficient for a married couple? Is there married student housing?*

A. Married applicants may apply. Some, but not all colleges have married student housing; many married students choose to use their Rhodes Scholarship stipend to rent accommodations in Oxford on their own. But it would be very difficult for a married couple to live on the Rhodes Scholarship stipend alone (there is no special stipend for married students); supplemental private funds are virtually essential. And spouses may obtain permits to work legally in Britain. BUT NOTE: Under British visa rules, spouses cannot enter Britain for more than six months at a time, i.e., on a tourist visa, even if accompanying a student spouse, unless the student is engaged in a degree of 12 months or more. Accordingly, those who are married, or plan to marry may wish to do only an M.Phil., a D.Phil., or one (or two) of the few one-year master’s that in fact require 12 months rather than the normal nine months. Among the 12 month-master’s degrees are the MBA (available only in a Scholar’s second year, the MPP, or the M.Sc. in Global Health Science).

Q13.  *I know the Rhodes Scholarships do not discriminate based on race, sex, disability, marital status, financial status or sexual orientation. What are Oxford’s comparable policies?*

A. The Rhodes Trust and Oxford University require that selection for a Scholarship and for admission to the University will be without regard to gender, gender identity, marital status, sexual orientation, race, ethnic origin, colour, religion, social background, caste, or disability.

Q14.  *How much contact will I have with other Rhodes Scholars at Oxford?*

A. A great deal. This was not always the case, but in more recent years Rhodes House has become a central social and intellectual center for Rhodes Scholars from all countries and from all colleges.

Q15.  *I plan to do two one-year master’s degrees at Oxford. Will I need to change colleges my second year?*

A. Except in rare and unusual circumstances, you will most likely stay at your first-year college in your second year, even if the college does not typically admit for whatever second degree you intend to apply for.
III. What Does The Application Process Involve?

Q1. What must I do to apply?

A. Apply online at [http://www.rhodesscholar.org](http://www.rhodesscholar.org), which is linked to the Rhodes Trust application portal. More information is available on the U.S. Rhodes Scholarship website, [http://www.rhodesscholar.org](http://www.rhodesscholar.org) and on the website of The Rhodes Trust, [https://www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk](https://www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk). Any special rules or deadlines established by your college to earn its endorsement are determined by your Rhodes Scholarship institutional representative (if known, his or her name appears on the U.S. website).

Very briefly, you will need between five to eight letters of recommendation, the endorsement of your institution, a personal statement which must be certified as your own work, a certified transcript, a list of activities, a photograph, and proof of citizenship or lawful permanent resident or DACA status. Preparation should probably begin by the spring of your junior year as deadlines for receipt of applications and letters fall in early October each year.

Q2. The personal statement seems very important. Can you give me any advice?

A. The personal statement is very important, and one should approach it conscientiously. Until the interview (if you are selected for one), it is an important way—along with the letters of referees and the endorsement letter of your institution—to get a sense of who you are, how you think, how you write, and what you aspire to. Your personal statement must be strictly your own work and must contain such a certification. Committees are keen to recognize when a personal statement has effectively been edited by one’s advisor(s) or by committee and is no longer the applicant’s voice. Such statements are not useful and will cause an application to be disqualified.

For guidance in preparing your unassisted personal statement, see the Requirements for Personal Statement found at [http://www.rhodesscholar.org/applying-for-the-scholarship/](http://www.rhodesscholar.org/applying-for-the-scholarship/). I also urge you to watch a video of Rhodes Scholars in residence discussing the personal statement, which can also be found at [http://www.rhodesscholar.org/applying-for-the-scholarship/](http://www.rhodesscholar.org/applying-for-the-scholarship/). You may also find helpful a special Q&A regarding the personal statement prepared for campus representatives and available at [http://www.rhodesscholar.org/university-representatives/](http://www.rhodesscholar.org/university-representatives/).

Q3. Is it okay for me to consult the institution’s library of past winning essays?

A. In the absence of editing by fellowship advisors, some may be tempted to rely on these or online versions as a template. We strongly discourage you from doing so.

Q4. Can I ask for advice on preparing my personal statement from past successful scholarship winners?

A. You may ask for general advice but may not receive editing help. Nor may the written personal statement be reviewed by past successful winners, or anyone else.

Q5. I will be applying to more than one scholarship program. Can I use another essay or personal statement for my Rhodes personal statement?

A. No. While you may get ideas from other essays or personal statements you have written, you must write a separate and distinct personal statement for the Rhodes Scholarship.

Q6. Won’t the new policy disadvantage applicants from less prestigious institutions or underrepresented backgrounds?

A. No. Rhodes selectors are not looking for uniformity. The winners each year vary tremendously among themselves. Selectors value applicants who demonstrate future leadership potential, risk-taking, creativity and verve. These individuals hail from varied institutions and backgrounds.
Q7.  **Won’t the personal statement policy compromise an important development experience for students who work with a fellowship advisor on their personal goals?**

A. Those chosen for interviews must pass muster with a smart, caring, and accomplished panel of selectors. Applicants who have trouble expressing themselves in their written personal statements without help seldom fare well in this intensive interview process. We welcome advisors and students to have discussions about personal goals and Oxford ambitions before students embark on the written personal statement.

Q8.  **Don’t all good academic writers get external advice on their papers or other written work? Isn’t that part of the academic process?**

A. The Rhodes selection process is not a pedagogical exercise, and the personal statement is not sought for this purpose. The personal statement is valuable only to the extent that it is an authentic reflection of the individual’s independent writing capacity. It is an evaluative tool more akin to an essay exam than a journal article.

Q9.  **Won’t this lack of external advice encourage and reward cheaters?**

A. Institutions or students who submit work that isn’t an honest reflection of the applicant will damage their credibility and undermine their chance (or that of their applicants) to receive a Scholarship. We disqualify applicants when we discover inaccurate or materially exaggerated claims; we will do the same if we learn of violations of our personal statement rules.

Q10.  **Does the change in the Rhodes personal statement policy mean that fellowship advisors should not work with or advise applicants for the Rhodes Scholarship? Does offering advice to students violate the policy prohibiting editing or reviewing personal statements?**

A. Absolutely not. The Rhodes Trust values the process of advising applicants for the Rhodes Scholarship and seeks only to change the role of the personal statement in that advising process. The Trust asks that the personal statements submitted be unreviewed and unedited by anyone but the applicant. We recognize the important role fellowship advisors can play in helping students develop self-awareness about their professional and academic goals. We want fellowship advisors to encourage appropriate applicants to apply and talk with students about possible degree programs, the fit between student goals and Oxford, and about the criteria of the Rhodes Scholarship vis-à-vis the student. Fellowship advisors can assist students in preparing or collecting other required elements of the application. We also recognize that what the student learns about himself or herself in the advising conversations will influence what appears in his or her personal statement, even if the fellowship advisor does not review or edit the statement.

Q11.  **Many Rhodes applicants are simultaneously applying for other awards, such as the Marshall or Mitchell Scholarships, which require very similar personal statements. How do you recommend advisors proceed with students who will be receiving assistance on personal statements for other awards?**

A. See the answer to question 5 in our guidelines above. The Rhodes Trust understands that some students will be working on multiple essays which may contain similar content. Certainly, a student’s work on one application may influence their writing of another; a phrasing of an activity in one statement may appear again in their Rhodes statement. To ask a student to forget or unlearn that which they have written elsewhere is unrealistic. However, the student may not cut and paste from one statement to another, and should put their Marshall or Fulbright essay aside when independently writing the Rhodes personal statement. These final decisions about editing the Rhodes personal statement should be left wholly to the students as they write their essays and statements independently. In the end, our concern is that no applicant be provided any assistance in the writing of the Rhodes personal statement.

Q12.  **Does the change in policy affect what it means for a university to endorse an applicant?**

A. No. Universities are endorsing students for the award; they are not endorsing applications, essays, etc. Whether or not an institution stands behind the potential of an individual student is wholly unrelated to the final product of an individual application component. Indeed, endorsement letters can provide some of the most telling information in a student’s application. Institutions can help the committee understand whether a particular campus activity or leadership experience is truly outstanding or rather commonplace for top students there. And they can help us assess transcripts.
with comments about the difficulty of courses taken and the relative significance of the grades attained. Given widespread grade inflation, this can be extremely helpful. When an institution reveals context for an applicant (“this is the strongest applicant we have seen in the past 15 years”) the district committees take note. We rely on the endorsement letters for a candid assessment of the applicant and how they fit within the context of the university and other students. Finally, when colleges or universities endorse more than one applicant in a district, the selection committee would be grateful for some comparative assessment of the varying strengths of the applicants against our various criteria. We know this isn’t always feasible, but when it is, it can be very helpful. The committee might reach different relative assessments of course, but they do appreciate the candor.

Q13. **Can advisors talk with students in general terms about how to write personal statements, while still not reviewing or editing the Rhodes statement? Some people are interested in talking about things like clichéd opening paragraphs, or encouraging students to write a more distinctive personal (but not confessional) statement so that students avoid some of the worst formulaic elements you described. Is that general advice permissible?**

A. Yes, as long as there is no review of the drafts or final statements at any stage.

Q14. **You have asked an advisor to confirm that he or she and the institution have not edited or reviewed the personal statement. Is the fellowship advisor also responsible for affirming that the student has not received help or support outside of the assistance we provide? There is some concern that we are responsible for “investigating” the students. I had understood that you were using the student statement to assure student compliance, but some advisors are concerned about whether this oversight is also a requirement of the institutional endorsement.**

A. No, we certainly do not expect the institution to “investigate” a student’s compliance with this policy. We do though hope the institution will help communicate our policy.

Q15. **When am I likely to hear if I’m to be interviewed?**

A. There is no set date. Given the high numbers of applicants in each district and the care taken by selectors, it may be as late as two weeks before the interviews in November. It’s also possible it could be as early as two or three weeks after the deadline in October.

Q16. **What are the interviews like? If I’m selected for an interview, is there some way I can prepare? Do mock interviews help?**

A. No two interviews are alike. Although colorful folklore persists about the interviews, they are intended to bring out the candidate’s strengths. Most of the time may be spent exploring the candidate’s primary interests, or perhaps points developed in the personal statement. Some questions may explore extracurricular interests. Others might probe general knowledge outside a person’s field to assess breadth, or more often, just how a candidate thinks. There are rarely “right” or “wrong” answers. Committee members are instructed to put candidates at ease, but they are also expected to challenge and stretch candidates in a fair and even-handed manner, so the interviews are rigorous. If a candidate doesn’t know the answer to a question, he or she should simply admit so. Questions should never embarrass a candidate, nor are “points” ever given or taken away due to ideological, political, or religious views. Many, if not most candidates—successful or otherwise—admit afterwards how much they enjoyed the intellectual dialogue, and concede that they were surprised, and disappointed, that the interview seemed to end so quickly.

Selection committee members are chosen each year and rotate off regularly. They are chosen for a balance of professions, interests, ages, and backgrounds. They include men and women of distinction in many walks of life. There is always at least one scientist. The chair is never a Rhodes Scholar. They are given no formulas, quotas, or goals of any kind—simply the task of choosing those whom they personally believe best meet the founder’s intent.

Many institutions conduct mock interviews with a panel of faculty members. We encourage that—for the practice and the comfort. If your college doesn’t arrange that, you might request it. If it cannot be arranged, you might even ask some friends to do it. Even if you are ultimately unsuccessful, the experience is likely to be helpful for many other occasions in your career. Of course, it should be obvious that the committee is interested in your own views, ideals, and accomplishments, and not in what a college advisory committee urges you to say or how to say it.
Q17. How long do the interviews last? Are there ever reinterviews?

A. Interviews can be anywhere from 15 to 30 or more minutes. Most are about 20 to 25 minutes. Reinterviews may occur after all candidates have been interviewed, at the committee’s discretion. Reinterviews can range from one or two minutes to ten minutes or more.

Q18. I don’t know any “famous” professors? Are letters from junior faculty or even graduate students alright?

A. Letters from people who know you well are far more valuable than letters from well-known people who know you less well and who might write, at best, a form-like letter. If you were exceptionally active in sports or organizations during high school that you have had to abandon during college, it may be useful to have a referee who can speak about your secondary school record.

Q19. How important is it to have eight letters? The application says five is sufficient.

A. It is desirable to have as many letters as possible (up to eight) from people who know you well, and preferably in different ways. Four must be from college or graduate school instructors. And one letter (the fifth) must speak to your character. But adding letters beyond five from people who barely know you usually does more harm than good. Occasionally, a letter of reference may not arrive, however, and if you request exactly four letters from university instructors, and one is not received, you risk being disqualified.

Q20. I can apply either from my home state (a small state without many colleges or universities), or where I go to college (a large state with many selective colleges). How should I decide what to do? What difference does it make?

A. The number of applicants should be approximately equal in all districts, so the choice of state (and thus district) should be made on convenience.

Q21. I go to college in X (a very large populous state), but grew up and went to high school in Y (a small state in another region of the country) where my family still lives and I’m legally resident. If I apply from there, will the committee regard me unfavorably because I left the state for college?

A. It will not.

Q22. I grew up in X state until 10th grade, when my family moved to Y state where I attended high school. I now attend a university in a third state. Can I apply as a representative of Y? Of X?

A. With respect to state Y, yes, as long as you are a legal resident of Y. This can be indicated by a combination of factors including voting and motor vehicle registration, tax returns and other indicia of residence or continuing connection. It is highly unlikely you would be eligible in state X. No one can be eligible in more than two states (e.g., because of a family’s vacation home). Applicants who are applying from a graduate school or a college to which he or she has transferred in a different state must carefully study the rules set forth in the regulations and application regarding state eligibility.

Q23. What are the specific rules to determine state eligibility? I’m confused.

A. No uniform or clear rules of state or legal residence exist under United States law. But in order to be consistent, we provide this guidance to district secretaries to determine eligibility in the “non-university” state:

(1) A person must have been a legal resident of the state in question on April 15 of the year of application. That can be established if (a) that state had been the primary residence of his/her family immediately before he/she attended college, (b) remained his/her family’s primary residence on April 15 of the year of application, AND (c) when the applicant has not established residency in a different state before April 15 in a capacity other than as a full-time student; OR
(2) If there is no other state (including the “university state”) where (a) there are MORE indicia of residence, AND (b) at least TWO of the following indicia are established:

- He/she was registered to vote in that state on that April 15.
- He/she filed a state income tax form for that state on or before that April 15.
- He/she had a valid driver’s license from that state on that April 15.
- His/her parents, or primary custodial parent, maintained their or his/her primary residence in that state on that April 15.
- He/she had his/her primary checking account in that state on that April 15.

(3) In the case of U.S. citizens who have lived abroad most if not all of their lives and who do not meet (1) or (2) above, they may only apply in their state of eligibility by reason of college or university training.

(4) No one will ever be eligible in more than two states. When it appears that an applicant has applied in a state when there may be two other states of eligibility, the American Secretary will make a binding decision.

(5) If someone has applied in a state in good faith where he or she is deemed ineligible, the American Secretary will redirect the dossier to an eligible state, time allowing.

(6) Once establishing the right to apply as a resident of a state under our rules, the degree of connection to that state is irrelevant and may not be considered.

(7) In all cases of uncertainty regarding residence, the decision of the American Secretary will be final.

Q24. I have dual citizenship. May I apply?

A. Yes, you may apply in the United States if you are a U.S. citizen, a lawful permanent resident, or a resident with active DACA status, meeting certain eligibility criteria.

Q25. Some of my recommenders are abroad and may not have access to the internet. Will a hardcopy reference be acceptable?

A. It is expected that all references will be submitted online.

Q26. I am in the process of applying for a Rhodes Scholarship, and have two people who are willing to write references for me, but whose native languages are not English. They would feel more comfortable writing in their native languages and it would be a lot less work for them. Must the references be in English?

A. Original letters are acceptable, but the referee(s) would also have to provide an English translation, which you could pay for. Both letters, i.e., the original and the translation, should be submitted via the online process. Neither letter may come from you.

Q27. I have studied outside the United States, and have asked some of my overseas professors for letters of reference. Since I know one or more of the letters will need to be translated, how should I best advise them?

A. See answer to Q26 above.

Q28. I will be doing field work in Africa when the interviews are conducted. May I be interviewed at a different time or place?

A. No. All candidates must appear at the time and place set for interview. There are no exceptions. Attendance at the reception before interviews is not mandatory, though it is extraordinarily rare for a candidate not to appear at the reception, and is strongly discouraged unless the conflicting obligation is of enormous importance.
Q29. I would like to include a video in my personal statement. Is this permitted?

A. From time to time, applicants inquire whether they may submit copies of art work, musical performance, occasional written work (such as campus newspaper columns or short stories), and the like. Applicants are discouraged from doing so, since those without such supplemental evidence of accomplishment may understandably feel disadvantaged in the process.

Q30. Will I have a better chance to win if I wait until after my senior year when I will have graduation honors and prizes, more extracurricular and summer experience, and perhaps a strong record from the first and possibly second year of graduate school?

A. No. Selectors are advised carefully to consider the additional awards, experience and even maturity that one might expect from students applying other than the “usual” time in one’s senior year. Students may certainly apply after they receive their B.A. (as long as still age eligible), but no one should feel advantaged by applying later, or disadvantaged by applying the fall before they will receive their undergraduate degree.

Q31. I have already graduated from college and have been working for the past year. Even though the application states to include “activities in honor of college,” should I include additional information to reflect my honors and activities since graduation?

A. Yes, that is fine and appropriate.

Q32. I am currently in graduate school. Should my undergraduate or graduate institution provide the required endorsement?

A. An undergraduate institution may endorse an applicant who has satisfactorily completed two years of full-time study and received a bachelor’s degree, or will have in the year following the Rhodes Scholarship application. It is preferred that applicants in their first year of graduate study receive an endorsement from their undergraduate institution from which they received their degree; for those in the second or later year of graduate study, the preference is for the endorsement to come from the graduate institution.

Q33. I already attend Oxford. May I apply?

A. Yes. If you are a U.S. citizen and meet the other eligibility requirements, it does not matter where you attend or have attended school or university. If you are applying as a U.S. lawful permanent resident or a resident with DACA status, you will need to meet the eligibility requirements, including proof of permanent residency or DACA status.

Q34. Must I submit a separate application to Oxford, or does the Rhodes application take the place of the Oxford application?

A. You may apply independently to Oxford if you wish to attend regardless of whether you win a Rhodes Scholarship. If you will attend only if you win, there is no need to apply independently except in unusual circumstances. Rhodes Scholars make application to Oxford after their election.

Q35. I have taken courses at institutions other than my endowing university. However, all of the courses have transferred and are listed on my graduating university’s transcript. Must I still submit transcripts from each of the other universities? I only took a few courses from each, and mainly during the summers.

A. As long as the courses you took are on the transcript from your endorsing institution, you do not need to submit separate transcripts.

Q36. I am a U.S. citizen and resident of one of the U.S. territories. Am I eligible to apply?

A. Yes. Effective with the 2016 competition, all U.S. citizens and U.S. nationals, including those from American Samoa, Guam, Northern Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and U.S. Virgin Islands are eligible to apply for the scholarship in the U.S., if all other conditions of eligibility are met.
Q37. **What document should an applicant present to demonstrate status as a lawful permanent resident of the United States or resident with Deferred Action Childhood Arrivals (DACA) status?**

A. If a lawful permanent resident, the applicant should submit his or her current and unexpired Form I-551, Permanent Resident Card, also known as a “green card,” with an initial date of lawful permanent residence (indicated by the notation “Resident Since:____”). DACA applicants must submit a current I-797 letter confirming his or her DACA status.

The applicant should submit a legible copy of the respective document with the application, and, if invited to interview, bring the original document to the interview.

Q38. **Can the applicant submit a conditional Form 551, Permanent Resident Card, with a two-year expiration date, to establish eligibility for the Scholarship as a United States permanent resident?**

A. No. Individuals with conditional permanent resident status are only permitted to reside in the United States for a two-year period and are thus ineligible to apply through the U.S. constituency.

Q39. **What evidence should the applicant present if the applicant’s Permanent Resident Card has been lost, stolen, destroyed, or mutilated, or if the applicant’s non-conditional Permanent Resident Card has expired or is about to expire, or the applicant’s name or biographical information has changed and does not match the information on the Permanent Resident Card?**

A. The applicant should submit a complete copy of the Form I-90 submitted by the applicant to replace or renew the Permanent Resident card, with all supporting documents submitted. The applicant should also submit a copy of the Permanent Resident Card (even if expired) if the applicant has one, and also a copy of the receipt notice confirming receipt of the Form I-90. The Form I-90 must indicate that the applicant was granted permanent resident status.

Q40. **How does an applicant demonstrate that he or she has maintained lawful permanent resident status?**

A. The applicant must submit a current and unexpired Form I-551, Permanent Resident Card, or a Form I-90, as noted in the responses above.

If the applicant is involved in a United States naturalization process and expects to become a United States citizen prior to the application deadline, this may be noted in the application.

The Rhodes Trust reserves the right to review the circumstances concerning the applicant’s legal status as a lawful permanent resident, and may determine in its sole discretion whether the applicant is eligible for the Scholarship as a lawful permanent resident of the United States.

Q41. **If an applicant or institutional representative has a question about eligibility as a lawful permanent resident of the United States, who should be contacted?**

A. Inquiries should be referred to the office of the American Secretary of the Rhodes Trust. Decisions of the American Secretary on any matters relating to eligibility based upon lawful permanent resident status, including sufficiency of documentation, are final.

Q42. **I am a U.S. citizen/resident of Puerto Rico and have attended the University of Florida for three years – where I will graduate next year. With Puerto Rico (along with other U.S. Territories) becoming an eligible U.S. Rhodes jurisdiction, may I apply either in Puerto Rico or in Florida?**

A. Yes, you may apply in either.
Q43. I hold a Chinese passport and have lived and studied outside the U.S. until 9th grade, at which time I was enrolled as an international student at a U.S. boarding school. I have now been resident and studied in the United States on an F1 visa for five years. As I am not a U.S. citizen and do not hold a U.S. passport, am I eligible to apply?

A. As you are not a U.S. citizen, permanent resident, or resident with DACA status, you are not eligible to apply in the United States. The current application rules in China require that you must have received at least five full years of your last ten years of full-time education in China prior to your prospective start at Oxford, and it appears you will be able to meet that criteria. However, you may be eligible to apply for the Global Rhodes Scholarship which the Rhodes Trust has made available beginning with the 2018 application cycle, for 2019 entrance to Oxford, or you may be able to petition the Chinese National Secretary for eligibility based on your connection to your home country.

Q44. My university does not have a scholarship advising office. Where can I get further questions answered about the scholarship application and selection process?

A. Please contact your institutional representative (you can search for yours here: www.rhodesscholar.org/university-representatives/campus-representative-search) to find out if there are scholarship advising resources available to you on your campus. If questions remain and you are unable to identify campus-based resources to help, please call our office at (703) 821-5960 and we will connect you with someone from the Trust who can provide support in this way.
IV. What Are My Chances?

Q1. I don’t go to an Ivy League or “elite” college and wonder whether I should bother applying. What can you advise?

A. Almost every year, a Rhodes Scholar is elected from an institution that has never had a winner before. In the past decade, many colleges and universities had their very first winners. Since the inception of the scholarships, Rhodes Scholars have been elected from more than 300 different institutions. In recent years, approximately a third of the 32 U.S. winners attend colleges and universities that are public, not listed as highly selective in their admissions, or not well known outside of their state or region. At the same time, it should not be surprising that multiple winners frequently come from institutions that are highly selective and need-blind in their admissions, and that recruit actively.

While institutions understandably take pride in winners who come from their ranks, it bears emphasis that individuals win Rhodes Scholarships, not colleges.

The only “guarantee” is that if you don’t apply, you can’t win.

Finally, it is our firm conviction that while institutions obviously differ in the degree to which they may support or encourage applications, once an applicant applies he or she will not be disadvantaged by a lack of the level and experience of institutional knowledge and support of the application process.

Q2. I will probably graduate in the top 10% of my class. Is that good enough to meet the academic requirement of the Scholarship? Is there a minimum GPA?

A. Intellectual distinction is the most important criterion, but it cannot be measured by grades or college academic honors alone. Letters of reference (as produced through the application process) and the interviews for those candidates selected for them, are extremely important as well. Effective with the 2018 application cycle, the Rhodes Trust has adopted a 3.7 minimum GPA requirement to be eligible to apply for a Rhodes Scholarship. Some Oxford departments have established GPA requirements for certain degrees (usually 3.7, sometimes 3.8), and, obviously grading standards vary substantially across U.S. institutions. The average GPA of our U.S. winners is virtually always over 3.9, so, as worthy as many applicants might be with GPAs below 3.7, success in our competition is unlikely. Committee members who are familiar with Oxford’s examination classification system are instructed to ensure that we select only candidates of whom it could be reasonably predicted that, if they were to “read for” (in Oxford terminology, “study for”) a B.A. degree at Oxford, they would be classified high in Oxford’s 2:1 category or better (Oxford examinations are graded into Firsts, Upper Seconds [2:1], Lower Seconds [2:2], Thirds, and Fails). This translates roughly, for those unfamiliar with Oxford standards, to someone who would probably graduate in the top 10% of America’s most selective and competitive institutions. Obviously, intellectual distinction above that standard is viewed very favorably, as is great distinction in any of the other criteria. Another useful measure might be admission to U.S. graduate schools: if it is unlikely that you would be admitted to one of the very most selective U.S. graduate programs in your primary field, it is unlikely that you would be admitted to Oxford.

We will however offer the opportunity for exceptions to the GPA requirement to be made, though we expect to make few. Institutions with a remarkably strong candidate with a GPA below 3.7 who is academically extraordinary, may direct a request for an exception to the American Secretary of the Rhodes Trust at amsec@rhodesscholar.org. The request should include the applicant’s resume and a letter from the president or another high-ranking administrator designated by the president justifying the exception, and addressing ONLY the questions of scholarly aptitude in the student’s chosen area of study and academic competitiveness for Oxford graduate admissions. If the institution is unfamiliar with Oxford admissions qualifications, please consider top graduate programs in the U.S. as a guide. We would look for an explanation sufficiently compelling that we believe Oxford admissions officers would agree. Such letters must be received no later than September 15 in the year of application to allow a decision to be made in time for the application to be submitted by the October deadline date.
Q3. **How important are community or college charitable activities to demonstrate the quality or “concern for others.” Should I volunteer to work in a shelter, do tutoring, or something like that?**

A. Concern for others is critical, but it can be reflected in countless ways aside from direct hands-on charitable work. Reference padding, with sudden and extensive charitable activity in one’s junior year for example, is usually transparent to committees. One can be a great contributor to mankind without having spent hundreds of hours (or even any) while in college doing volunteer work. On the other hand, major, original, long-standing or leadership positions in charitable organizations may be a meaningful indication of future contribution, commitments and vigor, or it may not be.

Q4. **I am a physics major, plan a career in physics, and have little interest whatsoever in government or politics, although I am very interested in some public issues. Can I still be considered?**

A. Absolutely. We look for people who will be leaders in any field. Leading physicists can certainly contribute as much to the world as leaders in more conventionally “public” professions. But, let me stress that the Rhodes Scholarships are not simply graduate fellowships at Oxford, intended to support the best physicists (or economists or historians or politicians or students of French literature) to come to Oxford. We are looking for the best physicists (or economists or historians or politicians or students of French literature) who are likely to make the most positive contributions to the world—broadly defined.

Q5. **I am an English major and my major interest is writing poetry. I don’t play sports and politics turns me off. Could I still be a plausible candidate?**

A. Absolutely. The committee will look for breadth, character, leadership, vigor, and concern for others in many ways.

Q6. **Do you have quotas, or unofficial targets, for women, minorities, academic fields, or undergraduate institutions?**

A. Absolutely not. Indeed, those familiar with our process would know that it would be impossible even if it were intended or desired. Sixteen independent selection committees around the country—with balanced membership that varies year to year and that decides based on the majority’s necessarily individual and subjective judgments—announce their decisions virtually simultaneously late on the day of election. Each committee chooses those it believes to be the strongest candidates. There is not, and should not be, any “ticket-balancing.” Until the national results are phoned in to my office, it is impossible to predict the outcome. Theoretically—although certainly highly unlikely—we could elect 32 women or 32 men, representing 32 fields of study or one, from 32 different institutions or one.

Q7. **Do women have the same chance as men?**

A. Yes. In most years, the number of men and women elected closely mirrors the percentages of those applying.

Q8. **I’ve never traveled very far, even outside my state, and have never been out of the country. Will that disadvantage me in the competition?**

A. Absolutely not. Nearly every year, some Rhodes Scholars’ first trip out of the country is to Oxford.

Q9. **I have been admitted already to Oxford and can afford to go on my own. Will this hurt my chances?**

A. No. It will neither help nor hurt.

Q10. **I spent my junior year abroad at Oxford. Will that either help me or hurt me?**

A. It will neither help nor hurt you.
Q11. I know only a little about Oxford and I don’t know anyone who’s ever gone there. Will the committee expect me to know in much detail the specific reasons I want to go to Oxford, whom I’d study with, etc., or is it enough to know that I’d love to study economics there?

A. Committees do not expect detailed and intimate knowledge of Oxford. They look for sincere desire to study there (Committees try hard to screen out those sharp-elbowed applicants interested in the great honor only, and not in applying themselves at Oxford), a reasonable plan of study, and a likelihood of thriving.

Q12. Nobody has ever won a Rhodes Scholarship from my college. It seems like a lot of work—for me and for my professors. How can I know if I have a chance?

A. First, see question IV-1, above. This is a very hard question to answer. It’s probably best to discuss this with your institutional representative, who, in turn, is encouraged to discuss it with the district secretary or with the American Secretary.

Q13. I see there are many Rhodes winners elected a year (or more) after graduating from college. I am a college senior. Will I be a stronger applicant if I wait?

A. Probably not. Selectors are advised to expect that later applicants may likely have more honors, awards, experience, even maturity, etc., and that they should thus take care not to unfairly advantage them over those applying at the more customary time, i.e., in the fall of one’s senior year.

Q14. I’m considering taking a year off after college to do X, but would like to compete for a Rhodes Scholarship the following year. Does it hurt my chances if I wait to apply one (or more) years after finishing college?

A. As long as you don’t pass the age limit, you may still apply. As stated above, committees take care to assure that older applicants are not advantaged in any way, so will take into account the expected additional maturity, distinctions, experiences, etc., that someone who has already graduated may have. But it is certainly not uncommon for someone one or even more years out of college to win a Scholarship, and occasionally the development and accomplishments that follow one’s junior year in college can make for a stronger candidacy. You should also take into consideration, however, the logistical difficulty of arranging for reference letters when you’re away from your undergraduate institution. Finally, for those thinking of taking a “year off,” be aware that The Rhodes Trust does not allow deferral of an award. Winners must take residence at Oxford in the October following election.

Q15. Are my chances less (or more) if I initially apply to do a one-year degree rather than a two-year degree or a D.Phil.?

A. Most U.S. scholars find their enjoyment of Oxford—intellectual and social—exponentially richer in their second year than their first, when cultural and academic differences can be initially challenging, and Rhodes Scholars doing a one-year degree are well advised to plan ahead for a different one-year course in their second year. But those second-year applications are made when you are already at Oxford, and committees, nor the University, will be concerned if you are uncertain regarding your preferred second degree at the time of your Rhodes Scholarship application.